
THE KLINE SPHERE CHARACTERIZATION PROBLEM 

R. H. BING 

The object of this paper is to give a solution to the following prob
lem proposed by J. R. Kline: Is a nondegenerate, locally connected, 
compact continuum which is separated by each of its simple closed 
curves but by no pair of its points homeomorphic with the surface of 
a sphere? The answer is in the affirmative. 

A solution to the Kline problem gives a characterization of a simple 
closed surface. Partial solutions of this problem have been made by 
Hall [l, 2 ] 1 and Jones [3]. Other characterizations of a simple closed 
surface have been given by Kuratowski [4], Zippin [5, 6] , Wilder 
[7] and Clay tor [8]. Previous to the giving of these characterizations, 
Moore gave [9] two sets of axioms, each set of which characterized a 
set topologically equivalent to a plane. 

DEFINITION. We say that M disrupts X from Y in D if there is an 
arc from X to Y in D but each such arc contains a point of M. 

We shall make use of the following lemma. 

LEMMA. Suppose that space is locally connected and cannot be sepa
rated by the omission of any pair of its points, that the boundary of the 
connected domain D is equal to the sum of the mutually exclusive sets 
M, N and E, each of which contains a point which is accessible from D, 
and that D' is a connected subdomain of D such that no point of D either 
disrupts D' from E+M in D+E+M or disrupts D' from E+N in 
D+E+N. Then there is an open arc from M to N in D that does not 
disrupt D'from E in D+E. 

PROOF. Consider the arc AB in D+B from a point A of D' to a 
point B of E. Let W\ be the set of all points P of AB such that there 
is an open arc from P to E in D that does not intersect some open arc 
from M to N in D. Assume that the first point R of AB in the order 
from A to B on the closure of W\ does not belong to D'. 

If R disrupts Df from E in D+E, there are an arc from D' to M 
in D + M—R and an arc from D' to N in D+N—R. In the sum of 
these two arcs plus D' there is an open arc from M to N in D which 
does not intersect RB. This is contrary to the definition of R. Hence, 
R does not disrupt D' from E in D+E. 

Let A'B' be an arc in D+B1 —R from a point A' of D' to a point 
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B' of E. Since D' is connected and does not contain P , we may sup
pose that A' is A. Let X be the last point of ArBf in the order from 
A' to B' on AR and let F be a point of AB between R and B such 
that R Y contains no point of XB'. 

Choose a metric for XB'+XY. Let P i be a point of W\-XY such 
that no point of W\ a t a distance of more than 1 from P i is between 
P i and X on XY. Denote by Vi the set of all points P of XB' such 
that there are in D an open arc from P to E and an open arc from XPi 
to E such that the sum of these two open arcs does not intersect some 
open arc from M to N in D. Let Qi be a point of Vi such that no point 
of Vi a t a distance of more than 1 from Qi is between Qi and X 
on X B ' . 

Denote by IF2 the set of all points P of X Y such that there are in 
D an open arc from P to E and an open arc from XQi to £ such that 
the sum of these open arcs does not intersect some open arc from M 
to N in D. Let P2 be a point of W2-XPi such that no point of W2 at 
a distance of more than 1/2 from P 2 is between P 2 and X on XY. 

In general, let Wn (or Fw) be the set of all points P of X Y (or XJ3') 
such that there are an open arc from P to E in D and an open arc 
from XQn^i (or XPn) to E in D such that the sum of these open arcs 
does not intersect some open arc from M to N in D. Let Pw (or Qn) 
be a point of Wn (or Fw) on XPn-i (or -ST()w_i) such that no point of 
Wn (or Fn) a t a distance of more than 1/n from P» (or Qn) is between 
Pw (or Qn) and Z o n l F (or X £ ' ) . 

Let Po and Q0 be the limit points of Pi , P2 , • • • and &, Q2, • • • 
respectively. We note that for no integer n is P n between X and Po 
on X Y or is Qn between X and (?0 on XB'. 

Since no pair of points separates space, there is an arc from A to 
E in space that contains neither P 0 nor Q0. Let A"B" be a subset of 
this arc irreducible from AX-}-XPo-)-XQo to E. We shall suppose that 
A" is a point of AX+XP0 since the argument to follow may be ad
justed to take care of the case where it belongs to AX+XQ0. 

There is an integer i such that A A" contains no point of Wi and 
A"B" intersects neither P 0 Pt nor QoQi. There is an arc M'N' in 
D+M'+N' from a point M' of M to a point N' of N such that there 
are open arcs <P;5i> and (Q'B2) in D-(MfNf), where P' and Q' are 
points of PoP* and QoQi respectively and Bj (j = l, 2) is a point of £ . 
Denote by P" the first point of XP' in the order from X to P ' on 
P ' ^ i + ö /^2 and denote by Q" the first point of XQ' in the order from 
X to Q' on P'Bi+Q'B2. Let P " 5 3 and Ç " ^ be arcs in P,B1+QfB2 

where J38 and £4 are points of Bi+B2. 
Denote the set AX+XP"+XQ" by P. Since no point of AX is a 
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point of Wi, P"Bz+Q"Bi does not intersect AX. Then P"B9+Q"B4 

intersects Pon ly &tP" + Q". 
Now M'N' intersects T or else there is an open arc from A to E 

in T+P"BZ and R is not as assumed. Also, M'N' does not intersect 
T in only one point, for if it did, there would be an open arc from X 
to E in T+P"B3+Q"BA which would not intersect M'N'. But X is 
not a point of Wi. 

Let M" and N" be the first and last points of M'N' in the order 
from M' to N' on T. Replace the part of M'N' between M" and N" 
by an arc a from M" to iV" in 7\ Now one of the points M"> N" 
belongs to XP", for if neither were a point of XP", there would be 
an open arc from X to E in XP"+P"BZ which would not intersect 
M'M"+a + N"N'. This contradicts the fact that X is not a point 
of Wi. Also, one of M'', iV" is a point of X Q " . Since -4 " is not a point 
of Wi, it is not between P" and A f " + i V " on XP". 

Let C be the first point of A"B" in the order from 4 " to B" on 
J l f+JI f 'AT"+iV+A r / W'+E+P'^B,+Q' ' JB4. Now C is not a point of 
E+P"BS+Q"BA> for if it were, there would be an open arc from A" 
to E in A"C+P"B*+Q"Bi that would not intersect M'M"+a 
+N"N'. But A" is not a point of Wi. 

Assume that C is a point of I f + M'M". Consider an arc j8 from i f 
to JY in A"C+M'M" + T+N"N' containing A"C. We note that fi 
does not contain M". Now . 4 " is not a point of X P " , for if it were, 
there would be an open arc from A" to E in P"BZ + Q"BA+T which 
would not intersect /3. Also, - 4 " is not a point of -4-X" or else there 
would be an open arc from X to E in P"Bs+Q"Bé+T which would 
not intersect /3. But X is not a point of Wi. Hence, C is not a point 
of Af+M'Af". Likewise, we find that C is not a point of N+N"N'. 

This establishes the lemma. The assumption that R is not a point 
of I ) ' leads to the contradiction that the point C of M+M'M" + N 
+N"N'+E+P"BZ+Q"B4 belongs to neither E+P"BZ+Q"BA, 

M+M'M" nor N+N"N'. 

THEOREM. Suppose that S is a nondegenerate, compact continuous 
curve such that no pair of points but every simple closed curve of S sepa
rates it. Then S is topologically equivalent to the surface of a sphere. 

PROOF. Regard 5 as space. I t is known [6, 10] that 5 is a simple 
closed surface if no arc separates it. We shall show that no arc sepa
rates S. 

Before giving the details of the proof, we shall briefly outline what 
we intend to do. On the assumption that some arc separates space, 
we shall get a finite collection H\ of connected domains such that 
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their sum does not separate space and such that the sum of any two 
nonintersecting elements of Hi separates the sum of the elements of 
Hi. Collections H2, H3) • • • are defined which satisfy corresponding 
conditions and which are such that the closure of each element of 
Hn+i is a subset of the sum of the elements of Hn. See the figure. There 

FIG. 1 

are actually many more elements in Hi and H2 than are shown in the 
figure. The collections Hly H2j • • • are described in such a way that 
the common part of their sums is a simple closed curve not separating 
space. Hence, we shall show that the assumption that some arc sepa
rates space leads to the contradiction that some simple closed curve 
does not. We now consider the details of the proof. 

Assume that an arc separates the point X from the point F. Then 
there is an arc AB that separates X from F such that no proper sub-
arc of AB separates X from F. Let Dx and DY be the complementary 
domains of AB containing X and F respectively. 

Description of collection Hi. Assume that a metric has been chosen 
for 5 and let €1 be a positive number less than one one-hundredth of 
the distance from A to B. We shall describe a collection Hi of con
nected domains. The sum of the elements of Hi will be denoted by Hf. 
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The collection Hi of connected domains Ai,i, Ai,2, • • • , hltt (/>100) 
will satisfy the following conditions: 

(1) hi,i intersects hit3- only if i is equal to either j — 1, j or j+l 
(fa,t+i^hitl and Ai, i- i s*i.O; 

(2) 5—ili* is connected; 
(3) some point of 5—JBi* is accessible from Ai,t; 
(4) the diameter of Ai,t- is less than ei; 
(5) no connected subset of H? that intersects hit% and Ai,»+2 is of 

diameter less than €i/4. 
Denote by Du D2, • • • , Dn the elements of a finite collection of 

connected domains covering S such that the diameter of each is less 
than €i/100. Suppose that each of the domains Di, D2y • • • , D3-
intersects the complement of Dx+Dy, each of the domains 
D3+i, Dj+2, - • • , Djc is a subset of JD* and each of the domains 
Dk+i, Dk+2, • • - , Dn is a subset of Z?r. 

Let cei, a2, • • • , «/ be a collection of arcs in the complement of 
DX+DY+A+B such that a< (i = l, • • • , j ) intersects D* and AB. 

Let -4' and B' be points of the arc AB such that -4^4' and B'B are 
arcs that do not intersect ce i+a 2 + * • • + « / , each of the arcs A A' 
and 5 ^ is covered by an element of £>i, D2, • • • , !?*, some point of 
-4'J3' is accessible from Dz(Z = X, Y) and if Dp is an element of 
Dij D2t • • * , Dn in Z>z, then no point of Dz either disrupts Dp from 
AB' in Dz+AB' or disrupts Z>p from A 'Bin Dz+A 'B. _ 

Considering £>x,-Dy+i, #*• (-4-4' - - 4 ')» Ac• ( B ' B - 5 ' ) and Dx-A'B' 
as D, D', Mf N and £ of the preceding lemma, we find that there is 
an arc a3+i from A'B' to D3+\ in D x + ^ 4 ' 5 ' that does not disrupt 
AA'-A' from B'B-B' in Z ) x + 4 . B - 4 ' J B ' . Let J?' be a component 
of Dx—Dx<X]+i that contains an open arc from a point of ^4^4' — -4' 
to a point of B'B —B'. If Z},+2 is not a subset of J9', let a3+2 be an arc 
in J D X ~ D ' + A ' B ' from - 4 ' 5 ' to a point of £^+2. If D3+2 is a subset 
of D', we shall apply the lemma to get an arc ctj+2 from D3+2 to A'B' 
in Dx+A'B' such that a/+i+ay+2 does not disrupt AA'—A' from 
B'B-B' in .Dx+^ .B- i l ' JB ' . The procedure is described in the fol
lowing paragraph. 

Let R be a point of D'. Since no point of Dx disrupts D3+2 from 
AB' in £> x +-4£ ' , there is an arc 0 from Dy+2 to - 4 5 ' in DX+AB'-R. 
A subarc of ]8 in D'+AB'+CCJ+I — R intersects D3+2 and - 4 J B 7 + « / + I . 

Hence, i? does not disrupt D3+2 from - 4 5 ' +<*j+i in Z > ' + Z 5 ' - ( - 4 . B ' + Ö : , - + I ) . 

Also, i? does not disrupt D3+2 from A'B +a3+i inD' + D' (A'B +a3+x). 
Applying the lemma, we find that there is an arc from D3+2 to 
A'B'+a3+1 in D'+A'B'+a3+i that does not disrupt AA'—A' from 
B'B-B' in D'+AB-A'B'. Then there is an arc a,+2 in P x + ^ ' . B ' 
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from D3+2 to A'B' such that aj+i+a3-+2 does not disrupt AA'~A1 

from B'B-B' in DX+AB-A'B1. 
Likewise, we find that there is an arc a3-+z from D3+3 to A'B' in 

Dx+A 'B' such that aj+i+a3'+2+aj+s does not disrupt AA ' —A ' from 
B'B—B' in Dx+AB—A'B'. A continuation of this process gives 
that there are arcs a3+i, a3-+2l • • • , a* in DX+A'B' whose sum does 
not disrupt AA'-A' from B'B -B' in DX+AB-A'B' and such that 
ap(p = j+l, - - • , k) intersects Dp and A'B'. Also, there are arcs 
ctk+i,ak+2, ' • * , oin in DY+A 'B' whose sum does not disrupt AA'— A' 
from B'B-B' in DY+AB-A'B' and such tha ta p (p = k + l, • • • , » ) 
intersects Dp and A'B'. 

Let G be the collection of all domains g such that g is a component 
of the common part of the complement of AB+a±+a2+ • • • +an 

and some domain of Di, D2l • • • , Dn. If P is a point of Di, there is 
an arc in Di from P to a»-. Hence, if g is an element of G, some point 
of AB+ai+a2+ • • • +an is accessible from g. 

Let £A and gB be domains of diameters less than €i/100 that cover 
AA' —A' and B'B—B' respectively but no point of A'B'+ai+a2 

+ > • • +an. There exists a finite collection Gx of domains of G such 
that this collection but no collection of fewer elements of G satisfies 
the condition that the sum of the elements of Gx is a connected sub
set of Dx and intersects both gA and gB- Denote the elements of Gx 

by £2, gt, - - • , gr, where gA intersects g2r gi (* = 2, • • • , r — 1) inter
sects gi+i and gr intersects gB. Denote gA by gi and gB by gr+i. 

Also, there exists a finite collection GY of domains of G such that 
this collection but no collection of fewer elements of G satisfies the 
condition that the sum of the elements of GY is a connected subset 
of BY and intersects both gA and gB- Denote the elements of GY by 
gr+2, gr+z, ' • • ,gs where g (*» = r + l, • • • , 5 - 1 ) intersects gi+i and gs 

intersects gi. 
Let E denote gi+g2+ • • • +g8 plus all points that it separates 

from A 'B'. Each component of the common part of E and an element 
of G intersects an element of gi, g2, • • • , g«. However, it is to be noted 
that no such component intersects two g/s that do not belong to a 
consecutive set of three domains of gi, g2, • • • , g8, gi, g2. Denote by 
g' the sum of gi and all such components that intersect gi. We note 
that gl is a diameter less than ei/33. 

If three is a factor of 5, denote the sum of the first three elements 
of gi', gi, • • • , gi by /h, the sum of the next three elements by 
h2, - - - and the sum of the last three elements by hv. If three is a 
factor of 5 + 1, then hi, h2l • • • and hv are defined as before except 
that hv is the sum of the last four elements of g{, gl, • • • , gi instead 
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of the last three. If three is a factor of 5+2 , each of Av_i and hv is 
the sum of four elements of g{, g{, • • • , gl. Since each hi contains 
either gA, gB or an element g of G which does not intersect gA+gB and 
since a point of AB+ai+a2 + • • • +an is accessible from g, then a 
point of A'B'+ai+a2+ • • • +an is accessible from hi. Now hi is of 
diameter less than €1/8 and the collection hi, h2, • • • , hv satisfies 
conditions analogous to conditions (1), (2) and (3) to be satisfied by 
Ai,i, hij, • • • , hi,t. 

Let hi,i be the sum of hi, h2, • • • , hn where some connected sub
set of hi+h2+ • • • +hv of diameter less. than €i/4 intersects 
hif h2, - - - and hn but no such subset intersects both hi and A»+i; 
let Ait2 be the sum of hn+if hn+2i • - - , hm where some connected subset 
oîhi+h2+ - • • +hv of diameter less than ei/4 intersects An+i,An+2, * * • 
and Am but no such subset intersects both An+i and Am+i; • • • ; and let 
&i,* be the sum of hp+i, hp+2, • • • , hv where some connected subset 
of Â1+Â2+ • • • +hv of diameter less than 3ei/4 intersects Ap+i, 
2̂>+2, • • * and hv but no subset of hi+h2+ • • • +hv of diameter 

less than €i/4 intersects both fe^+i and hi. We use 3ei/4 in the last 
case instead of €i/4 in order to insure that no connected set in 
hi+h2+ - • • +A„ of diameter less than ei/4 intersects both ftp+i and 
Ai. The collection Hi satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). 

Description of collection H2. Choose a positive number e2 less than 
one one-hundredth of the diameter of any connected set in J3i* that 
intersects hij and hij+2. We shall describe a collection H2 of connected 
domains A2,i, h2t2f • • • , A2,« such that : 

(1) h2li intersects h2tj only if i is equal to either j — 1 , i or j + 1 
(^2,«+i = ^2,i a n d ^2,1-1 = ^2, , ) ; 

(2) S—H2* is connected ; 
(3) some point of S—H2* is accessible from h2ii; 
(4) the diameter of h2ti is less than e2; 
(5) no connected subset of H2* that intersects h2,i and &2,»+2 is of 

diameter less than €2/4 ; 
(6) each Ai,* contains 98 consecutive elements of fe.i, ^2,2, • • • ,h2,t; 
(7) if H(n; i, j) denotes ftn,*-ioo+ • • • +K,i+ • • • +Kti+ • • • 

+&n,;+ioo and hi,i and hij intersect h2,m and h2,k respectively, then 
either H(l ; i,j) covers the closure of H(2; m, k) and H(l ;j, i) covers 
the closure of H(2 ; k, m) or H{\ ; i, j) covers the closure of H(2 \h,m) 
and H{1 ;j, i) covers the closure of H(2 ;mtk). 

Denote by C the component that contains hi,s+fei.e of the common 
part of Ai,2+Ai,8+ * * • +Ai,o and the complement of the closure of 
hi,i+hi,io. We shall show that if P is a point of Ait6+Ai,« and R is a 
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point of C—P, then R does not disrupt P from S—H? in S—Hj*+C. 
Let PQ be an arc in 5—R from P to a point Q of 5—.Hi*. Let Q' be 
the first point of PQ in the order from P to Q on 5— C. If PQ' inter
sects &i,3, then there is an arc from PQ' — Q1 to S—Hj* in S—Hf-\-hi,z 
because a point of S—Hi* is accessible from Ai,3. Also, if PQ' intersects 
fti,8, P does not disrupt P from S-Hi* in S - ü f + C*. If P Q ' inter
sects neither hi,z nor hi,s, then Q' is a point of S—Hf. This demon
strates that P does not disrupt P from 5—JEZi* in 5—iïi* + C. 

Let G be a finite collection of connected domains covering hi,5+^1,6 
such tha t each intersects hi,B+AI,6 and is of diameter less than 
€2/1200. No point of C disrupts an element of G from S—Hj* in 
S—Hj*+C. Repeated applications of the preceding lemma give that 
there is a continuum K in S—Hj*+C that intersects A 'B' and each 
element of G but does not disrupt hi,i from hi,io in &i,i+Ai,2+ * * * 
+^i,io. Let G' be the set of all domains g' such that g' is either the 
common part of ^1,2+^1,3+ • • • +^1,9, the complement of K and an 
element of G, or the common part of the complement of K and hi 
for i equal to 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 or 9. 

There exists a finite collection G" of elements of G' such that the 
sum of the elements of G" is a connected domain intersecting hi,i 
and &i,io but the sum of no subcollection of G' having fewer elements 
than G " is a connected domain intersecting Alfl and Ai,i0. Assume that 
gi of G" intersects hi,i, gi (i = l, • • • , r — 1) intersects gi+i and gr in
tersects &i,io. 

There exists a collection g{, g2', • • • , g/ of connected domains such 
that g{ intersects hi,i, g{ intersects g/+i, gi intersects &i,io and the 
closure of g{ (k = 1, • • • , r) is a subset of gk. 

Let £ denote h,i+gi + • • • +g r ' +^1,10+ • • • +h,t plus all 
points that it separates from A'B'. Each component of the common 
part of E and an element of G' intersects one of the domains hi,i, 
£1 » • • • > # / , Ai.io but no such component intersects two of these 
domains that do not belong to a consecutive set of three of these 
domains. Add such components to the ones of hi,i, gl, fei.io that they 
intersect to form the sets hi, gi', Ai0. We note that the diameter of 
each g(' not intersecting hi,2+^1,3+^1,4+&i,7+^1,8+^1,9 is less than 
c2/400. 

Consecutive elements of g{', g2", • • • , gi' may be combined by 
threes and fours in a manner previously described so as to get 
a collection gi,i, gi,2, • • • , gi,u such that the collection hi, gi,it • • • , 
gi,u, hio, hi,n, • • • , hi,t satisfies conditions analogous to conditions 
(1), (2) and (3) to be satisfied by h2,ij ^2,2, • • • , h*,8. We note that the 
closure of gi,i (2^i<u) is a subset of &i,j+Ai,2+ • • • +^1,10. 
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In a manner similar to that in which &i,i+fti,2+ * * * +&i,io was 
replaced by Jh+gi,i+ * • * +gi,«+*io, we replace hltn+ • • • +/h,2o 
by hn+gn.i+ • • • +2ii,*+*2o» • • • and h,t^m+ • • • +&« ( 9 g m 
g 18) by ht-m+gt~m,l+ ' • • +g* 

Let gt-,0 be the fourth element of g»,i, gi,2, • • • , gi,n which follows 
all of these elements that intersect Ai.i+s- We note that gt-,o, the three 
domains immediately preceding gt-,o, and the three domains immedi
ately following gito are each a subset of Ai,»-+4 of diameter less than 
€2/100. 

In the manner described above, replace gi,o+ • • • +ho+hn+ • • • 
+i:n,o by gi,o+&2,2+ • • • +Â2,r+gii,oî replace gii,o+ • • • +£21,0 by 
^2,r+i+ • • • +AJ,*+2ai,o; * • * and replace gLm,o+ - • • +gî,o by 
^2,n+ • • • +^2,t*+^2,i. The closure of ^2,2+ * • • +hi,r is a subset of 
Ai,4+ • • * +&i,2o> ' * * and the closure of &2,n + • • • +^2,^+^2,1 is a 
subset of Ai,*-.m+3+ * * * +Ai,io. Consecutive elements of H,i, Hj, 
• • • , hf2tu may be combined in a manner previously described so as 

to form a collection Hi of connected domains fo.i, Jte,2, • * • , fe,« satis
fying conditions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7). 

Description of simple closed curve / . For each positive integer i 
greater than one, we define a collection Hi of connected domains 
A*,i, hi,2f - - • , hi,n satisfying conditions analogous to those satisfied 
by H2 where u is a positive number less than one one-hundredth the 
diameter of any connected set in HjfLi intersecting ftt_i,,- and &»--.if/+2. 
We shall show that the common part J of Hi*, H2*, • • • is a simple 
closed curve that does not separate 5. 

As the closure of Ht+i is a connected subset of Ht (condition 7) 
and as each hit]- contains an element of Hi+i (condition 6), then J is a 
nondegenerate continuum. This continuum does not separate space 
because the complement of each Hi* is connected. 

To show that J is a simple closed curve, we shall show that any 
pair of points P , Q of J separates it. Suppose that lfii%p{ and hi^ are 
elements of hi,i, • • • , hi,n that contain P and Q respectively. For con
venience in notation, we shall assume that it is H(i; P t , Qi) that 
covers the closure of H(i+1; Pi+i, Q»+i) and that it is H(i; Qi, Pi) 
that covers the closure of H(i + 1; Qi+u P*+i)« If JPQ is the 
common part of H(l; Pi , Qi), H(2; P2 , Q2), • • • , we find that J is 
the sum of two continua JPQ and JQP which have only P and Q in 
common. 

Hence, the assumption that an arc separates S leads to the conclu
sion that some simple closed curve does not. 
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